The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 3018
A voice rang like a divine thunder from Nine Heavens.

Hearing this voice, Beidaoichiro felt that his soul was about to explode.

Instantly rolled from the altar to hell.

“boom!”
Suddenly, a divine thunder came from the sky!

Hundreds of thousands of people raised their heads and looked towards the sky, only to see which god
on the East Island exploded directly.

It turned into a rain of blood!

Spectacular and miserable!

Was shocked to death by a sound!
That’s a god!

It was shattered by the sound, who can imagine?

The blood rain fell, dripping on everyone’s body, and it was absorbed in an instant.

Everyone feels like taking a panacea.

It’s much more useful than inhaling aura.

The surrounding plants also changed wildly.

After all, a god’s body is more aura, and blood is like a panacea.

But no one will be surprised by the changes now.

It’s all scared silly.

A god suddenly blew himself up?

Died in the midair of Daxia?

Shocked!

It was shocking!

“The god of Dongdao has fallen??”

Everyone’s surprised eyes flew out.

Does a god fall so easily?

What exactly happened?

That’s a god!

Existence with the power of gods!

“Hahaha, could it be said that Daxia also has a god?”

“Yes, my Daxia may not have a god in this catastrophe, but we have a god-like existence before!”

“Could it be the two types of existence in the Daxia legend-the Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the
Suppression Demon Division?”

“Probably so! Now my Daxia is declining, everyone wants to carve Daxia, and want to turn Daxia people
into slaves! Naturally they won’t agree!”

…

After the last dispute, the Town Demon Division and the Heavenly Master’s Mansion are no longer
secrets.

Almost everyone talks with gusto.

But now everyone believes this legend is true!

How else to explain?

That is a god!

Say no, no!

There must be a stronger figure to shoot!

But this catastrophe Daxia all escaped.

There are no strong people of this level at all…

In addition, Daxia’s allies also avoided this great opportunity.

This means that there is no one on Daxia’s side, and no one can help.

No one has this strength, and no one can help.

Now the god of Dongdao has fallen.

